In many instances of extensive nerve damage, the injured nerve never adequately heals leaving lack of 33 nerve function. Electrical stimulation (ES) has been shown to increase the rate and orient the direction of 34 neurite growth, and is a promising therapy. However, the mechanism in which ES affects neuronal growth 
INTRODUCTION 58
The peripheral nervous system is known for its remarkable ability to regenerate after injury, 59
especially compared to the central nervous system. However, even in best surgical appositions of 60 peripheral nerves, only about 10% of regenerating neurites reach their target organs (Zochodne 2012) , 61 which is generally sufficient for partial functional recovery. Proximal nerve injuries, such as those 62 occurring at the sciatic notch, may take so long to regenerate that a distant end organ permanently loses 63 function before the regenerating neuron can reach it. Regenerating neurites grow at ~1 mm/day, and end 64 organs and support cells start to lose their regenerative capacity after several months (Gordon et al. 2003) . 65
Improving neurite growth rate is therefore a primary challenge in the field of nerve regeneration (Brushart 66 2011) . 67
Electrical stimulation (ES) has been shown to improve nerve regeneration in vivo and is a 68 optimal stimulation paradigms for increasing [Ca 2+ ] i while minimizing the energy (and likely damage) of 104 the ES. Energy of stimulation may be a limiting factor for ES, because joule heating of tissue is directly 105
METHODS 118 119

Model description
120
We created a neuron model based on a small dorsal root ganglion (DRG) neuron that gives rise to 121 unmyelinated axons (Kreitler 2007) . The diameters for small DRG neurons are described as 20-27 µm 122 versus ~35 µm for medium or ~48 µm for large DRG neurons (Scroggs and Fox 1992 (Scroggs and Fox 1992) . 127
The representative shape of a 'typical' small DRG neuron with a spherical soma and an attached 128 cylindrical neurite is shown in Fig. 1A . The neuron soma diameter was set at the average small DRG 129 neuron diameter of 24.1 µm (Scroggs and Fox 1992; Vasylyev and Waxman 2012) , and the neurite 130 diameter was set at the average unmyelinated axon diameter of 0.7 µm (Vasylyev and Waxman 2012 flowing into or out of the soma through a neurite. Models 4 and 5 simulate [Ca 2+ ] i in a soma that has a 141 neurite oriented towards the positive or negative electrode, respectively. The spectrum between Models 3, 142 4, and 5 represent the neuron geometries we observed (Adams et al. 2014) . Model 3 represents a neuron 143 soma that expresses (i) no neurites, (ii) a neurite growing perpendicular to the electrical field so that no 144 current is drawn through it, and (iii) equal growth toward the negative and positive electrodes so no net 145 current is drawn into or out of the soma. Models 4 and 5 represent a neuron with either a single neurite or 146 the majority of neurites oriented toward the positive or negative electrode, respectively, so that current is 147 drawn either into (Model 4) or out of the neuron soma (Model 5) (Fig. 1B) In our model, we assume that the electrical field is linear. This is nearly true in the 157 microenvironment surrounding a neuron if the electrodes are more than several mm away from the 158 neuron, or if the neuron is directly between the electrodes that create the electrical field. Both of these 159 conditions are true in our experimental stimulations (Adams et al. 2014) . 160
Long cylindrical neurite
161
Unmyelinated axons range in diameter from 0.1 to 2 µm (Vasylyev and Waxman 2012) , with the 162 average diameter of regrowing motor neurites 1.9 µm and regrowing sensory neurites 1.3 µm (Brushart 163 2011) . The average neurite diameter from a small DRG neuron is 0.7 µm (Vasylyev and Waxman 2012) , 164
and was used for all of the simulations presented here. All of the results for a 0.7 µm diameter neurite can 165 be intuitively scaled for other diameters by using the relationships discussed later. 
Eq. 1 177
The membrane potential within a cylindrical neurite varies such that the tip of the neurite is most 178 polarized by an electrical field, and this polarization reduces exponentially to zero away from the tip 179 based on the length constant of the neurite. The length constant of the neurite is ~200 µm using Eq. 1 and 180 the values in the Glossary. A neurite length of 2 mm was used in this simulation to approximate an 181 infinitely long neurite. The cylindrical neurite was reduced to a 1-dimensional model, and divided into 182 
Spherical soma
187
When the membrane conductance of a neuronal soma is negligible compared to the conductivity 188 of the media, the electrical field around a spherical soma (v s ) distorts in such a way that the neuron 189 experiences an electrical field 50% greater than if there is no distortion (Gross et al. 1986 ) as shown by 190
In Models 4 & 5, the neurite is simulated to be aligned with the electrical field, and to be 192 infinitely long so that current flows through it at the same magnitude as the extracellular electrical field. 193
As we described for neurites above, rarely are neurites perfectly in line with the electrical field. In these 194 simulations we modeled the most extreme case of alignment with the electrical field. If a neurite was not 195 aligned with the electrical field, the component of current drawn through the neurite would be less, and 196 Models 4 and 5 would behave more similarly to Model 3. The neurite was modeled to attach to the 197 equator of the soma (Fig. 1A ,B,C) so that the membrane potential at neurite origin is the average soma 198 membrane potential. 199
The spherical soma of the neuron was divided into equally thick segments along the axis parallel 200
to the direction of current, shown in of the radius at the bottom pole of the neuron soma in Fig. 1C . 209
Hodgkin-Huxley membrane kinetics
210
The flow of current either through a spherical soma or through a cylindrical neurite was modeled 211 using the cable theory equation and the Hodgkin and Huxley style ion channel currents in Eq. 2 (Norman 212 1972; Hodgkin and Huxley, 1952) : 213 
In Eq. 3, SA neuron is the membrane surface area of the neuronal space. For the spherical soma, the surface 262
The surface area of a growth cone is dynamic and therefore difficult to estimate (Lowery 263 and Van Vactor 2009). For the purposes of this Ca 2+ model, the surface of the growth cone was a 2 µm 264 diameter, 5 µm long cylinder with a total area of 12π µm 2 . 265
COMSOL modeling Parameters
266
All five geometrical models shown in Fig. 1 were simulated with monophasic electrical pulses, 267 for a total of five simulations. Monophasic electrical pulses were simulated as an electrical field that rose 268 from zero to a defined intensity, remained at that intensity for a defined pulse duration, and returned to an 269 electrical field of zero. The edges of the rectangular pulse were second order smoothed over 20 ns. 270
The monophasic pulses were simulated with 40 pulse intensities ranging from 10 V/m to ~3 271 MV/m, and 15 pulse durations ranging from 10 ns to 100 s, for a total of ~600 conditions per monophasic 272 simulation. In each simulation condition, the [Ca 2+ ] i peaked within 80 ms of the end of the pulse duration, 273 so the simulation was continued for 300 ms after the end of each pulse. The finite element model was 274 solved numerically using the built in "backward differentiation formula" in COMSOL Multiphysics. A 275 total of ~3,000 conditional simulations took ~6 weeks to run on an Intel i5 3.2 GHz personal computer (4 276 cores). 277
Passive model
278
A passive model assumes that the resting membrane resistance of the neuron is permanently equal 279 to the resting membrane resistance of the active membrane model (Glossary), and computes about 1,000 280 times more quickly than the active model. The passive model was only used in the Results section: 281 "Translating the results to neurons of any size, using a passive model". 282
The geometry of the passive model of the neurite was cylindrical. The tip of the neurite represents 283 the location where a growth cone occurs, and no current flowed through the end of the tip. The opposite 284 end of the cylinder represented the point at which the neurite would attach to a soma, and therefore was 285 held at the average soma voltage. In this simplified model for a neurite, the voltage of the soma was not 286 simulated to change, so the voltage at this end of the cylinder was fixed at the resting membrane potential 287
and there was no restriction on current flow. The geometry of the passive model of the soma was of a 288 closed sphere. The geometry was segmented with the same methodology as the active membrane model 289 with equal thickness trapezoidal cones. 290
Both passive models were simulated with the pdepe(m,pdefun,icfun,bcfun,xmesh,tspan) function 291 in MATLAB (Mathworks). 292
Energy per pulse calculations
293
Using Ohm's law, the energy density of a pulse (J/cm 3 ) is dependent on the pulse electrical field 294 intensity (v in V/cm), pulse duration (t pulse in s) and the tissue/media resistance (R media in Ω•cm) (Eq. 4, 295 derived from ohms law). Like electrical field intensity, energy density is independent of electrode 296 geometry. In the results, we estimated tissue/media resistance as the same as intracellular resistance from 297 the Glossary. To put energy density in perspective, a 4.184 J/cm 3 pulse would raise the temperature of 298 area. In summary, models 1 and 2 are generally unaffected by the caveat. However, Models 3, 4, and 5 all 341 reach membrane potentials of -200 mV with pulse intensities greater than ~10,000 V/m. All supra-AP 342 pulses less than 10 µs in duration are in the caveat area in these three models ( Fig. 4C-E) . 343
MODIFIED-GATE MODEL
than 10 µs in Models 3, 4, and 5, we created a "modified-gate model" to compare the original model. We 345
are not proposing a correction to the membrane channel gating equations at extremely hyperpolarized 346 membranes, as, to the best of our knowledge, the time constants of channels in this range are not 347 experimentally known, and we do not have the equipment to measure such possible time constants. The 348 "modified-gate model" removes the zero-time constant from the gating variables by changing the original 349 α equations (in Appendix A) of the TTX-sensitive Na + h-gate (Eq. 5), the TTX-resistant Na + s-gate 350 (Eq. 6), and N-Type VDCC h-gate (Eq. 7). The gate variables were modified so the negative asymptote is 351 equal to the positive asymptote. As an example, the modification of the time constant of h-gate of the N-352 type VDCC is shown in Fig. 2B . 
Eq. 7 356
This corrected membrane model was used for the geometry of Model 3 of a neuron soma, and was tested 357 for pulse durations less than 1 ms where the zero-time-constant problem occurred as shown in Fig. 5E . 358
We only use the "modified-gate model" in Fig. 5E . We use the original model throughout the rest 359 of this manuscript. We do not know whether the "modified-gate model" is a more accurate representation 360 of the ion channels in our neuron model. The sole purpose of the modified-gate model for this manuscript 361 is to show that efficient rise in [Ca 2+ ] i seen in the original model for pulses < 10 µs is solely due to the 362 caveat, and is non-existent in the modified-gate model (Fig. 5E ). We will not focus on pulses shorter than 363 10 µs in the results or discussion because (i) the efficient [Ca 2+ ] i increase from pulses shorter than 10 µs is 364 solely due to the caveat, (ii) we do not know whether the caveat represents the activity of a real neuron, 365 and (iii) the minimum pulse duration of many stimulators such as the HEKA EPC 10 used by many is 10 366 µs. (Models 1 and 2, Fig. 3) is 372 defined such that ES above this threshold caused at least one AP to propagate down the length of the 373 neurite. The threshold for the soma (Models 3, 4, and 5, Fig. 3 ) is defined as a pulse that caused the 374 average intracellular voltage of the soma to surpass -20 mV. When looking at pulse intensities at the AP 375 threshold, we found that pulses that caused a peak depolarization above -20 mV led to a propagated AP, 376 while pulses that led to a peak depolarization below -20 mV led to a failed AP because potassium 377 channels opened before the AP propagated. To put the intensity and duration of a pulse in perspective, 378 equal-pulse-energy lines are shown in Fig. 3 . 379 COMPARING ALL FIVE MODELS -All of the AP thresholds in Fig. 3 asymptote to a slope of zero for 380 long pulses, and asymptote to the well-established log-log slope of -1 observed in vitro and in vivo for 381 pulses shorter than the electrical time constants (~2.58 ms for the neurite, ~176 ns for the soma) 382 between the models present is the overall AP threshold for the neurons. 384
In Fig. 3 , the hyperpolarized neurite (Model 2) experiences APs at the lowest voltage for pulses 385 greater than 100 ms in duration. For pulses with durations between 10 µs and 100 ms, the depolarized 386 neurite (Model 1) has the lowest AP threshold. All of the soma models (Models 3, 4, and 5) equally show 387 the most sensitivity to pulses shorter than 10 µs, due to the caveat in the Hodgkin and Huxley style 388 equations. 389
[Ca
2+
] i rise per pulse energy ratio for monophasic pulses Fig. 4 Fig. 4) , due to the increased electrical sensitivity of neurites over somas (shown in Fig.  395 3), and the roughly three-fold greater rise in [Ca 2+ ] i in response to a pulse (shown in Fig. 4) , because of 396 the larger surface area to volume ratio of the growth cone versus the soma that is used in Eq. 3. We 397
390
USE IN DESIGNING ES PROTOCOLS -All of the contour plots in
propose that Ca 2+ efficiency is the most helpful method for designing many ES protocols because an 398 optimally efficient set of pulse parameters can be used in pulse-trains to achieve a desired total rise in 399 (Fig. 4A, #3 ) can more generally be described as a pulse duration approximately equal to the neurite 403 time constant and a pulse intensity just above the AP threshold. This result is consistent with analysis by 404
Ca
2+ EFFICIENCY FOR DEPOLARIZING MONOPHASIC PULSES IN NEURITES -The most Ca
Lapicque that a pulse duration equal to chronaxie generates an AP using the least energy (Lapicque constant is about 80% of the membrane time constant (Eq. 10). The efficient sub-AP pulse (Fig. 4A,  407 asterisk) is efficient because the pulse energy is very low, but the total [Ca 2+ ] i elevation is much less than 408 1 nM (dark blue, Fig. 5 ), so this pulse may not be physiologically effective in neurons. 409 hyperpolarizing, the most efficient pulse (Fig. 4B, #5 ) has a comparable efficiency to the depolarizing 412 pulse shown in Model 1 (#3). Interestingly, the pulse (Fig. 4B, #5 ) is below all AP thresholds in Fig. 3,  413 suggesting that substantial and efficient [Ca 2+ ] i rise is possible in neurons without causing any APs. 414
Ca
2+ EFFICIENCY FOR HYPERPOLARIZING MONOPHASIC PULSES IN NEURITES -The most Ca
Ca
2+ EFFICIENCY FOR MONOPHASIC PULSES IN SOMAS -For pulses longer than 10 µs, the most 415
efficient monophasic pulse to Model 3 is shown in Fig. 4C, #6 . Sub-AP pulses do not cause an efficient 416 rise in [Ca 2+ ] i in Model 3. Models 4 and 5 show similarities to Models 1 and 2, respectively, due to the 417 direction of current flow from the attached neurite in each of the models (red arrows in schematized 418 neurons, Fig. 4) . With the depolarizing current of the attached neurite in Model 4, the most Ca 2+ efficient 419 supra-AP pulse is shown in Fig. 4D (#7) . Like the pulse shown by the asterisk in Model 1, Model 4 also 420 has an efficient, but low [Ca 2+ ] i increase pulse (shown by the "+"). The most efficient pulse for Model 5 is 421 shown in Fig. 4E (#8) . Model 5 had some sub-AP [Ca 2+ ] i increase shown in Fig. 4E (#9) though it was a 422 third of the efficiency of the supra-AP pulse (Fig 4E, #8) . accomplished studies to compare to these results, and utilize the results shown here to hypothesize the 428 outcomes of newly designed ES protocols (Fig. 5) . 429
PEAK [Ca
2+
] I RISE IN NEURITES -For depolarizing pulses in Model 1 (Fig. 5A) , sub-AP pulses cause no 430 more than a 3 nM rise in [Ca 2+ ] i per pulse (dark and light blue contours in Fig. 5A ), whereas most supra-431 AP pulses cause 30-100 nM rise in [Ca 2+ ] i (orange contours in Fig. 5A ). The two exceptions to this are a 432 short duration, high intensity region with no [Ca 2+ ] i elevation (Fig. 5A, #1) , and the long duration, high 433 intensity region with >100 nM [Ca 2+ ] i elevation (Fig. 5A, #2) . 434
For hyperpolarizing pulses in Model 2 (Fig. 5B) Fig. 5B) , and a sub-AP pulse 30 ms in duration can achieve a ~100 nM rise (orange contour in 438 Fig. 5B) . 439
PEAK [Ca
2+
] I RISE IN SOMAS -For Models 3, 4, and 5 (Fig. 5 C-E (Fig. 5C ) exhibits a region at ~1 ms and ~8,000 V/m where an AP is 445 not generated. This is because the depolarized part of the soma membrane is near the Na + reversal 446 potential during the duration of the pulse. This causes the neuron to fail to depolarize enough to initiate an 447 AP (called the "stimulation gap" by Boinagrov et al. 2010 ). In Fig. 5C , the small black oval shown by the 448 arrow is the stimulation gap. The region above the stimulation gap is the region of ES where the sodium 449 current reversal, in addition to increased potassium efflux, causes a hyperpolarization of the average soma 450 membrane potential. This leads to the potassium channels closing and a rebound AP after the pulse. Fig. 4-6) . The depolarizing pulses cause Ca 2+ flux when the 465 membrane potential depolarizes above -20 mV, within milliseconds of the onset of a pulse (Fig. 6) . The 466 hyperpolarizing pulses do not cause Ca 2+ flux during the pulse, but rather after the pulse ends as the 467 membrane potential rebound causes a depolarization. 468
ACTION POTENTIALS CAUSE L-AND N-TYPE VDCC CURRENT -Only the supra-AP pulses (Pulses 1, 469
2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8 in Fig. 4-6 ) exhibit a substantial L-and N-type VDCC current (Fig. 6) . The depolarization 470 above -20 mV during the AP causes a ~3 ms surge of L-and N-type VDCC current in Pulses 3, 4, 6, 7, 471 and 8. In Pulse 1, the membrane potential is above the Ca 2+ reversal potential during the majority of the 472 AP, causing Ca 2+ to flow out of rather than into, the neuron during the AP. 473
HYPERPOLARIZING PULSES CAUSE T-TYPE VDCC CURRENT -Only the hyperpolarizing pulses 474
(Pulses 4, 5, 8, and 9 in Fig. 4-6 ) exhibit T-type VDCC current (Fig. 6) Eq. 8 can be simplified for neurites several times longer than the length constant or shorter than a fraction 505 of the length constant, as well as for time constants longer and shorter than the membrane time constant. 506 A long duration pulse applied to a long neurite simplifies to V tip-ss (t>τ,l>λ,λ,v n ) ≈ v n • λ, so the polarization 507 is proportional to the square root of diameter. A long duration pulse applied to a short neurite simplifies to 508
For a short duration pulse applied to any length neurite, the peak growth cone 509 polarization is proportional to the square root of diameter (Eq. 11). When an electrical field is applied, the soma begins to hyperpolarize and depolarize at the poles 525 facing the positive electrode and negative electrodes, respectively. The polarization of both poles follow 526 the same time course defined by the first order exponential function in Eq. 13. 527
Eq. 13 528
Thus, a neuron with membrane properties from the Glossary would have a time constant of 72 ns for a 10 529 µm diameter soma or 291 ns for a 40 µm soma. These time constants are orders of magnitude shorter than 530 the time constants of the ion channels, and their variation does not affect the outcome of a pulse longer 531 than 1 µs. Therefore, the practical outcome of variation in a neuron soma diameter is the proportional 532 effect on the magnitude of hyperpolarization and depolarization of the poles. To adjust the results of 533 The computational estimation of the AP threshold for Models 3, 4, and 5 (Fig. 3) was within a factor of 550 two of the threshold for ES intensity to cause an experimental increase in [Ca 2+ ] i . The methodology, 551 detailed results, and discussion of these experiments are beyond the scope of this manuscript, and are 552 anticipated in a forthcoming manuscript. 553
Designing an ES protocol
554
OBJECTIVE FOR ELEVATION OF [Ca
2+
] I -The mechanism for how ES causes an improvement in 555 neuronal regrowth is not known. However, one proposed mechanism is through an elevation of 556 intracellular Ca 2+ . Here, we explored one step in this potential Ca 2+ mechanism for ES improvement of 557 neurite growth. A subsequent step involved in the Ca 2+ hypothesis of regenerative regrowth involves the 558 downstream activation of genes and protein expression that was not considered here, but that must 559 efficiently stimulated by a supra-AP pulse with approximate parameters of ~10 ms in duration, and ~200 572 V/m in intensity (Pulses 3, 4, 7, and 8 in Fig. 4) . The supra-AP stimulation for the soma without a neurite 573 (Model 3) was most efficiently stimulated by a 300 µs and 3,000 V/m pulse (Pulse 6 in Fig. 4 ). Only 574
Model 5 was inefficiently stimulated by the 300 µs and 3,000 V/m pulse. To be conservative, the pulse 575 intensity could be increased to 6,000 V/m to cause APs directly in all models (Fig. 3) . Only the four 576 higher than the other models. Additionally, this pulse parameter is the only pulse of reasonable efficiency 582 that can cause >700 nM rise from a single pulse. 583
The choice of a pulse type is largely dependent on the regeneration scenario and the ultimate goal 584 for using electrical stimulation. For the most efficient [Ca 2+ ] i elevation in growth cones and somas with 585 neurites, supra-AP ES for neurite-only models is most suitable. If many neurons are lacking neurites in 586 the regeneration scenario, then the supra-AP ES for all models may be a more suitable choice. Or, to 587 potentially cause directional neurite regrowth, either sub-AP ES or high voltage, long duration ES may be 588 preferable. Furthermore, we do not know if the rate of [Ca 2+ ] i rise is a significant variable for 589 regeneration. To achieve rates of [Ca 2+ ] i rise higher than the most efficient pulses, higher energy pulses 590 are necessary. 591 PULSE TRAIN -The upper limit of stimulation frequency is dependent on multiple factors including the 592 duration of a pulse, the refractory period of the neuron for supra-AP pulses (~15 ms for our model 593 neuron), and the time it takes for the full [Ca 2+ ] i rise to occur (3-50 ms in Fig. 6 ). Based on these 594 estimations, short depolarizing pulses would have an upper limit of stimulation of ~50 Hz, and short 595 hyperpolarizing pulses would have an upper limit of stimulation of ~20 Hz for supra-AP ES, and ~10 Hz 596 (Fig. 5A) , and positive electrode-facing neurites have an AP 620 threshold closer to ~500 V/m for 5 ms pulses (Fig. 5B) . 621 
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